Quantitative nuclear morphology in the diagnosis of ovarian tumors of low malignant potential (borderline).
Ovarian tumors of low malignant potential or of borderline malignancy are characterized histologically by the association of malignant type of epithelial proliferation with a noninvasive pattern of growth. Because epithelial proliferation relates to features of nuclear morphology and chromatin structure and because of the difficulties to distinguish nuclear atypism seen in borderline malignancy from that in frankly invasive tumors by usual microscopic study, the authors concentrated their studies exclusively on computerized analysis of cell nuclei images. Using specially developed methods of analysis the authors described geometrical, optical, and structural differences among the epithelial and stromal cell nuclei of benign, borderline, and malignant ovarian tumors. The structural differences concern the pattern of chromatin condensation and suggest that the cytokinetic properties of the borderline tumors are intermediate to those of benign and malignant. The results demonstrate that the quantitative evaluations provide objective and reproducible data useful in the differential diagnostic of the borderline malignancy.